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Abstract

The saturation of ionization signal is measured for various electric fields and incidence angles in a double
gap TMP chamber and a single gap TMS chamber with ionizing particles in the range 1.5 -12 MeV/cm. B irks'
constant Kb in TMP is found to be high (greater than 0.1 cm/MeV) for normal incidence for electric fields in
the range 4.8 to 12 kV/cm but decreases by almost a factor 3 at 50°. The same behaviour (large Kb and variation
with incidence angle) is observed in TMS which exhibits also a Kb decrease of about a factor 2 when the electric
field is increased from 10 to 40 kV/cm.
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1. Introduction

The use of organic liquids at room temperature ("warm" liquids) as an active medium in
sampling calorimeters has become increasingly popular since the feasibility of such calorimeters
has been proved on prototypes [1]. Already a large warm liquid calorimeter [2] is under
construction and will be operated in pp collisions at the CERN SPS collider.The purpose of our
Walic collaboration [3] is to study the performances of warm liquid calorimetry for detectors
working at the future high-energy hadron colliders (LHC/SSC). The work reported here was
done as part of that collaboration.

It has been recently shown [4] that one of the crucial parameters controlling the quality
(energy resolution, compensation) of a sampling calorimeter with hydrogenous active medium
is the response of this active medium to very ionizing particles. Non linearities of this response
can be parametrized by introducing a saturation factor Kb (in cm/MeV) first proposed by Birks
[5].

We report here the measurements of signal saturation in two warm liquids,
tetramethylpentane (TMP) and tetramethylsilane (TMS), for various collecting electric fields and
various angles of ionizing particles with respect to this electric field. We have chosen to
measure saturation in such conditions that the energy loss (dE/dx) is nearly constant across the
gap of liquid. This implies the use of a panicle accelerator instead of radioactive sources and the
obtained range of ionization was «1.5 MeV/cm (minimum ionizing) - 12 MeV/cm in the liquid
with particles (pions,protons,deuterons) delivered by the CERN Synchrocyclotron (SC).

The next section is devoted to the description of the experimental set-up including beam,
counters and the warm liquid chambers that we used. Section 3 will present a summary of data
taking, details of the monitoring and Monte-Carlo cross-checks on the data. The results are
given in section 4 in the following order:

- Kb in TMP for 3 different electric fields: 4.8 , 8 and 12 kV/cm and 5 incident angles at
each field: 0 , 5, 10,30 and 50° where 0 degree means that the incident particles are
perpendicular to the gap of liquid and parallel to the electric field,

- Kb in TMS for 10,20,and 40kV/cm electric field and 2 incident angles at each field:
0 and 20°,

- Charge collection in the TMP as a function of the electric field.

2. Experimental Set-Up

2.a Principles

The saturation of the signal in a test chamber was determined by the measurement of the
ionization signal given by ionizing particles as a function of the energy loss by these particles.
The energy loss was obtained through the Bethe-Bloch [6] formula from the momentum of
incoming charged particles as follows:

- die chamber was put in a tuneable beam containing low momentum (200-600MeV/c)
charged particles (pions, protons, deuterons) which was energetic enough to traverse
the chamber,

- the energy loss in the chamber was determined from the momentum of each incoming
particle measured with a time of flight technique and verified by a direct measurement of
the energy loss in two silicon detectors, one in front of the chamber and one behind,

- the charge deposited by each particle traversing the chamber was measured,
- in the case of the TMP measurement, the electronics associated to the chamber was
calibrated in order to obtain the absolute response of the chamber.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment.The time of flight measurement was performed
before the particles traverse the chamber and it gave the incoming momentum. The deposited
energies were calculated from the incoming momentum in all the detectors following the time of
flight measurement. The calculations were based upon the Bethe-Bloch formula where the
energy loss in chemical compounds was calculated from a weighted sum over the constituents .

To achieve a redundant measurement of the energy loss in the chamber, two silicon
counters were installed on the particle's trajectory, one before the chamber (Si 1 ) and the other
after it (Si 2). Finally a BGO crystal with PM readout, installed after the second silicon counter



measured the remaining kinetic energy. This counter was subsequently not used in the analysis
because of electronics instabilities.

2.b Beam and trigger conditions

We have used a secondary beam at the CERN SC running in slow spill mode. The
particles momenta were selected by the analysis magnet shown in figure 1. After momentum
selection, the beam was focussed by quadrupoles; because the beam spot was still large
(=20cm*20cm) a lead wall with a 5 cm diameter hole was introduced in order to get a
reasonable beam spot size. The obtained range in momentum was: 200 - 600 MeV/c. The specie
of particles in the beam varies with the momentum: at the lowest momentum (200-300 MeV/c),
the beam is made of pions (or muons) only, from 300 to 550 MeV/c the beam contains only
protons and at the highest momentum (600 MeV/c) the beam contains about 75% protons and
25% deuterons.

The trigger was defined by the coincidence of 4 scintillators signals (see figure 1) :
S2*Spotl*Spot2*Veto where:

- S2 is 2cm*2cm, 2mm thick.
- Spotl and Spot2 are lcm* lcm, lmm thick.
- Veto is 3Ocm*3Ocm, lcm thick with a 1 cm diameter circular hole.

This trigger requirement of a signal in Spot2 determined the maximum ionization which is of
the order of 10 -15 MeV/cm (for 600 MeV/c incoming deuterons). The trigger configuration
gave a trigger rate of ~ 0.2 - 2 Hz depending on the momentum selection. Pile-up events were
flagged by a dedicated logic and rejected on-line or off-line. For a fixed current in the analysis
magnet the spread of the particles momentum was dominated by the beam optics which was
imprecise. At the analysis stage the tails in the time of flight distribution were removed and this
cut gave a total momentum spread of = 25 % for the pion run and = 5 % for the slow proton
and deuteron runs.

2.c dEldx measurements

The energy loss measurement was based on the time of flight measurement. The counters
used for this measurement were S2 and Spotl giving a flight path of 4.13 ± 0.05 m for the
TMP chamber runs and 4.08 ± 0.05 m for the TMS chamber runs. The time of flight value was
digitized in a TDC giving a linear time to digital conversion of 0.060+0.001 nsec/channel and
the "zero" time, Tzero, was obtained by placing S2 and Spotl in contact. Tzero was found to
be energy-loss independent and we found: Tzero = 25.3+0.2 nsec. These calibrations provided
an estimate of the incoming momentum with a precision of better than 5%. From this
momentum measurement, the energy losses were computed in all the detectors (Si 1, Si 2,
Chamber) upstream from Spot2. Even for the slowest particles used, the uncer aty on the
knowledge of all the material thickness was of negligible effect compared with ine time of flight
calibration errors mentioned above.

In order to control the quality of the dE/dx measurement with the time of flight, we used
also the information given by 2 silicon counters (Si 1 and Si 2). These counters are circular
(8mm diameter) and were operated at 160 Volts, giving a fully depleted zone of 300 \\m for
each. Their signal was amplified and shaped before digitization. The absolute calibration of the
2 silicon counters was known to ±15%.

2.dThe TMP chamber

The TMP chamber [7] is shown on figure 2. It is a 4-electrode (10* 10cm2 each)
chamber consisting of a central 500 \im thick stainless steel anode enclosed in 2 stainless steel
cathode skins of 125 \un thickness each. The two 1.25 mm gaps between the skins and the
anode are filled with TMP. This chamber was filled with purified TMP in July 86 and since that
time, the electron lifetime was regularly measured and found to be of the order of = 2-3 (xsec
[8]. During the run the electron lifetime was measured to be: 2+0.2 [isec which is larger than
the corresponding electron drift times (assuming a mobility of 30 cm2/CV s) [9], one finds
(0.87,0.52 and 0.34 jxs respectively for the electric field of 4.8 , 8 and 12kV/cm) and therefore
results in only a small loss of charge due to liquid impurities.



The signal was collected on a home made low noise preamplifier, shaped with a 2 p.sec
shaping time and digitized in an ADC gated by the trigger signal. The charge calibration was
performed by injecting a known signal in the preamplifier. The electronic noise was rather
important (= 2000 electrons) and mainly due to the lack of a Faraday cage.

2.e The TMS chamber

Figure 3 shows the TMS chamber constructed by Verelec [10]. It is a single gap test
chamber consisting of 2 kovar disks (lmm thick, 30mm diameter) brazed on a ceramic outer
ring; the TMS gap is 5 mm. The small size of the chamber allowed us to put it in a double
Faraday cage to lower the electronic noise; the chamber construction could sustain the
application of very high voltage (2OkV). The chamber was filled with purified TMS in July 88
and the electron lifetime was ~ 80|isec at filling time.

The charge collection was similar to the one used for the TMP chamber but without
absolute charge calibration; during the data taking the stability of the electronic chain was
regularly monitored.

3. Data analysis

3.a The data

Data have been collected at the SC during 2 different periods of time: 1 week in December
1988 for the TMS chamber and 1 week in February 1989 for the TMP chamber with minor
changes in the set-up. For a given electric field in the chamber and a given beam particle
incidence angle (1 "point"), data were taken at various currents in the analysis magnet
corresponding to various incoming momenta and particle types.

During a run at fixed current in the analysis magnet 1000 events were typically recorded.
The available momentum range was scanned in 6 steps (6 runs) for the TMP data and 3 or 5
runs for the TMS data. The run at the lowest momentum was the pion run, the run at the
highest momentum contained protons and deuterons (separated in the analysis) and all others
are pure protons. At the analysis stage, pile-up events (10-30% of the events) were rejected, the
tails of the time of flight distributions were cut to sharpen the incoming momentum distribution
(20-40% of the events) leaving 30-50% of the raw data remaining after these cuts.

For the TMS chamber we obtained ~ 1500 events/point for the 0° points and ~ 500
events/point for the 20° points, after pile-up rejection and time of flight cuts. For the TMP
chamber we got = 2000 - 3000 events for each of the 15 (3 electric fields* 5 angles) points
after the same selections.

Figure 4a shows time of flight distributions for the pion run and the proton/deuteron run
after cuts. The corresponding signals in the silicon detectors are shown on figure 4b and the
TMP signals (at normal incidence and 8kV/cm electric field) are shown on figure 4c. The
proton data have been separated from the deuteron data on the basis of their time of flight
distribution.

3.b Monitoring and controls

During both running periods, ADC pedestals and electronics gains associated with the
chambers and the silicon counters were continuously monitored. Within statistical errors (=
3%) we did not observe pedestal variations or unexpected gain changes.

For the TMP runs, data have been taken with ramping test-pulses in order to monitor non
linearities of the electronics and to obtain an absolute calibration of the collected charge in the
liquid. The electronic chain was found to be perfectly linear and the charge calibration was
obtained with an accuracy of 5% limited by the knowledge of the preamplifier test input
capacitor. We discovered that the TMP chamber and the silicon counters signals were biased by
a cross-talk signal coming from the BGO signal and proportional to it. As an example, this
cross-talk signal represents 50 % of the signal for the pion run and only 4 % of the signal for
the deuteron run. A cross-talk correction was estimated with the pion runs since the TMP signal
is constant and well defined whereas the BGO signal is largely variable for 200 -300 MeV/c



incoming pions. This gave a time dependent correction and we corrected the TMP signal either
with an overall time-averaged correction or a time interpolated correction.

3.c Analysis methods and Monte-Carlo simulations

The energy loss in the chamber was obtained from the measured incoming momentum.
From this momentum, we have reconstructed the mean losses in the various detectors. This
reconstruction was performed event by event and the energy loss was averaged for each run.
Similarly the mean chamber signal and the mean silicon signals were computed for each run.

We have then fitted Birks' formula [5] according to the following expression:

A * —
Signal = ^r= (1)

where A is a constant and one assumes that the energy loss dE/dx is constant along the gap.
This parametrizau'on introduced by Birks to empirically fit light quenching effects in scintillator
was found to fit our data reasonably well.

Monte Carlo data obtained from a complete simulation [11] of the set-up (at 0° and
4.8kV/cm electric field in the TMP chamber) were processed through the same analysis chain as
real data; the reconstructed value for Kb and the absolute collected charge were found to be
equal to the input values within statistical errors (5%). In particular the use of summed
distributions instead of event by event analysis and mean values rather than most probable
values did not introduce any bias in the analysis.

A final check was made on the energy loss scale by comparing this scale when obtained
from the time of flight and that when measured by the silicon counters: figure 5 shows such a
comparison where the "time of flight scale" is reconstructed with the procedure described above
and the "silicon scale" is obtained from the average of the 2 silicon signals. The slope of the line
is 1.08 consistent with the error on the absolute calibration of the silicon counters. The relative
agreement between both determination of the dE/dx scale is better than 3% over the whole range
of ionization and over all the data taking period.

4. Results

4.a Kb in TMP

Figure 6 shows a typical fit of the Kb factor. The triangle is the pion signal, the open
square is the deuteron signal and the full squares are the proton data (we only used the proton
data for this fit). Given the stability of the electronics, the main source of bias on the chamber
signal was due to the cross-talk signal of the BGO counter (see 3.b) whereas the systematics on
the energy loss scale were small (< 3-5 %). By correcting for this bias with 2 different methods
(time dependent or averaged correction) and by removing from the Kb fit the pion run which is
the point most sensitive to this cross-talk (lowest chamber's signal and large BGO signal), we
estimate that the systematic errors ranges between 2 - 15 %, decreasing when the chamber
signal increases.

The chamber signal was fitted without the deuteron point and the difference between the
fitted signal and the deuteron signal was computed. Over the 15 measurements of Kb, we
observed a systematic shift of this difference indicating a slightly smaller ( 5±1.5 %) Birks'
constant for deuterons than for protons.

The overall results on Kb (Table I) with only proton data are shown on figure 7 where
the variations of Kb with incidence angle are plotted for the 3 available electric fields (errors are
syst. + stat.). Between 0 and 50 degrees, Kb varies by a factor = 2 - 3 and the angular variation
has the same behaviour as reported recently [12] on TMS. The variation of Kb with the electric
field is shown on figure 8 where we cannot firmly conclude on a decrease of Kb with
increasing field.



4.b Kb in TMS

For the TMS data, there was no problem with parasitic signals and the pion run was
included in the fit. In these runs with smaller statistics than for TMP data, we did not observe a
visible difference between the fitted pion/proton data and the deuteron point so we included the
deuteron point in the fit. The results shown on figure 9 (Table II) are given with statistical error
bars only which is the dominant error.

The variations of Kb with respect to incidence angle are comparable with the ones
observed on TMP. The values at 0° are compatible with the results of [13] and the highest field
(40 kV/cm) results are in agreement both at 0 and 20 degrees with the values of [12]. When
going to higher field one observes a Kb variation with the electric field: Kb drops by a factor of
2 between 10 and 40 kV/cm for the 2 measured angles.

4.c Charge collection in TMP

The charge collected in the TMP chamber, for dE/dx constant along the gap, can be
written as:

dx cosG
Q = Q0 * R(E1G) * ^ p * C(E) (2)

1 + Kb(E,6) * ^ l
where:
- E is the electric field and 6 incidence angle,
- Qo is the charge produced per unit of energy loss for zero field,
- R(E,8) is a function describing the recombination of the electrons,
- C(E) is the charge attenuation due to finite electron lifetime.

A dEA * dx"
Since Kb is fitted from: Q = -T-P and since we have measured the absolute

1 + K b * d f
charge calibration of the TMP signal, one gets: A (fC/MeV) = Q0 * R(E,6) *C(E) for the 15
TMP points assuming a constant 2.5 mm thick gap. The results are shown on figure 10 (errors
are syst. + stat.) as a function of incidence angle and for the 3 electric fields. We see no

variations of A with incidence angle (R(E,9) = R(E)) and we have computed an angle
independent collected charge by averaging A over 5 incidence angles.

We have attempted to fit the three values of A(E) with the Onsager Formula
T T -r/T

R(E) = 1+aE [14], and the known function C(E) = | [ j (e v •• 1) - 1], where t is the

drift time t = ^ (p. : electron mobility, E : electric field) and T is the electron life-time (2
^E

(is). The fit gives Q0 = 1.5 ± 0.1 fC/MeV and a = 0.06 ± 0.12 cm/kV with a %2 of 5.8 for 3
degrees of freedom. An overall 10 % systematic error should be added to the quoted errors to
take into account the uncertainty on the gap width.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this work was to provide results about the saturation of ionization in
warm liquids especially in view of the construction by our collaboration of a warm liquid
calorimeter prototype [15] which will be installed in a high energy particles beam. In order to
understand the response of high energy showers in this prototype, the saturation of ionization



according to Birks' law has been measured in a range of ionization down to minimum ionizing
particles and up to 5-8 times this minimum.

The TMP data have shown that Kb reaches 0.15cm/MeV at normal incidence and
moderate electric field ( = 5 - 1 0 kV/cm). We have observed a decrease of Kb with incidence
angle which lowers Kb to 1/3 of its 0 degree value. We believe that both the large value of Kb
and its angular dependence must be included in any calorimeter response simulation. Kb
variations with the electric field have not been clearly seen in the 4.8 - 12 kV/cm range.

With a TMS chamber operated at higher electric field, Kb is decreasing by a factor of 2
with increasing field (10 to 40 kV/cm) while the angular dependence observed on the TMP is
still present. Again, the construction of a warm liquid calorimeter running at very high field (for
SSC or LHC colliders) should be preceded by a careful measurement of Kb in the field
conditions of such a calorimeter. However, the results obtained here on saturation suggest that
it is possible to build a warm liquid calorimeter which is compensating [4], that is which
responds the same to electrons and hadrons of the same energy.
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Tables

Table I

KbinTMP(cm/MeV)

E = 4.8 kV/cm E = 8.0 kV/cm E = 12.0 kV/cm

Angle

0
5
10
30
50

0.128±0.012
0.116+0.016
0.079±0.020
0.073+0.012
0.058±0.006

0.144+0.024
0.112+0.021
0.107±0.017
0.071+0.010
0.056±0.008

0.123±0.0I0
0.099+0.008
0.086±0.009
0.058+0.006
0.04310.004

Table n

KbinTMS(cnVMeV)

E = 10 kV/cm E = 20 kV/cm E = 40 kV/cm

Angle

0 0.141±0.020 0.101±0.014 0.086+0.009
20 0.063±0.015 0.044±0.011 0.028±0.009



Figure captions

Figure 1: Experimental set up. The scale is arbitrary (Spotl and Spot2 are at 15cm from the
cell).

Figure 2: The TMP chamber.

Figure 3: The TMS chamber.

Figure 4: Typical raw data distributions:
a) Time of flight distributions for a pion run and a proton/deuteron run.
b) Silicon signals for the same runs.
c) TIvIP signal for the same runs with particle at normal incidence and 8.0 kV/cm
field

Figure 5: dE/dx scale in the TMP obtained from the averaged silicon signal versus the scale
obtained from the time of flight (for the 0 degree and 4.8kV/cm runs). The slope of
the fitted line is: 1.08.

Figure 6: An example of the Birks' law fit on the TMP signal (statistical errors only).For the
TMP analysis only the proton data have been used.

Figure 7: Kb in the TMP as a function of incidence angle for 4.8 , 8.0 and 12.0 kV/cm.
The 8.0 (12.0) kV/cm data are shifted by -1 (+1) degree for better visibility ( errors
are stat. + syst. ).

Figure 8: Ratio of Kb between 4.8 and 12.0 kV/cm (open squares shifted by -0.5°) and
4.8 and 8.0 kV/cm (black squares shifted by +0.5°) as a function of incidence angle
in TMP (errors are stat. + syst.).

Figure 9: Kb in TMS chamber for 0 and 20° incidence angle and 10 , 20 (shifted by -0.5°)
and 40 (shifted by +0.5°) kV/cm. The errors are only statistical.

Figure 10: Charge collected in the TMP chamber per unit of energy loss as a function of
incidence angle for 3 electric fields; the 8.0 (12.0) kV/cm data are shifted by -0.5°
(+0.50^ for better visibility. The angle averaged values are given and represented by
the solid lines (errors are stat. + syst.).
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